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Powering a new
post-COVID-19 paradigm
COVID-19 has profoundly impacted life and the global economy, with a
more digitalized way of living emerging as the norm and online-based
industries experiencing substantial growth. During the pandemic, 5G,
AI, social media have all demonstrated their value, alongside remote
applications for telemedicine, education, video, and work.
China's robust digital infrastructure has kept classes running and
enabled companies to resume work and production. In Henan province,
for example, specialist medical teams were able to promptly diagnose,
treat, and conduct remote rounds for over 2,000 patients with COVID-19
in remote areas of the province thanks to the National Telemedicine
Center in Zhengzhou and its telemedicine system.
Moreover, the wide adoption of teleconferencing and live steaming has
led many people to realize that traveling long-distances for business,
face-to-face meetings, and offline expos can take place online instead.
The result is likely to be more efficient, faster, less expensive, and better
for the environment.
We’ve witnessed the adoption of online learning on the largest ever
scale. However, it’s also come to light that the digital divide still exists
and has even widened due to the pandemic. For example, while children
in cities can access teachers, lessons, and resources remotely, many
educators and pupils in remote areas lack broadband networks and
devices, making online learning impossible.
The global surge in the use of digital technology since the pandemic
has tested the digital transformation progress of enterprises and
nations. We still need greater collaboration and innovation worldwide
to help us use digital technology to mitigate the impact of global events
and protect the health and well-being of individuals and society.
The way in which the pandemic has brought the world to a temporary
halt will inevitably lead to a collective awakening and reflection, a
realization that humankind, technology, and the natural world must coexist in a sustainable way – one that enables the healthy development
of the planet and everyone on it.
Right now, it’s unclear how COVID-19 will play out, whether it will
become endemic and create a new paradigm or whether it will
disappear. Either way, we must face the future empowered by
technology.

Sally Gao, Editor-in-Chief
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The remote consultation system is proven to boost
diagnosis and treatment standards and optimize
patient structuring. We’ve achieved the national
aim of treating minor illnesses at the county level
and keeping 90 percent of consultations at countylevel health facilities.
— Zhao Jie, Director, National Telemedicine Center of China
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Bridging space and
time with telemedicine
Sharing information and resources on telemedicine platforms gives smaller healthcare
providers access to high-quality medical resources like remote diagnoses and training. The
online approach uses resources more efficiently through a tiered diagnosis and treatment
system based on actual needs, and can save patients the time and expense of traveling to
large hospitals in cities when they don’t need to.
By Xu Shenglan and Li Qiwei

O

nline consultations and telemedicine

In 2019, China’s telemedicine market was worth 11.45

are creating new diagnosis and

billion Chinese yuan (US$ 1.62 billion). According to

treatment models that use medical

Zhao Jie, director of the National Telemedicine Center

resources more efficiently, replacing

of China (NTCC) at the First Affiliated Hospital of

long queues in crowded hospitals with a patient-

Zhengzhou University (FAHZU), telemedicine is crucial

oriented, personalized, and collaborative networked

to fighting the COVID-19 epidemic and a must-have

service.

for public health. He stresses that the telemedicine
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Since founding the National Telemedicine Center, we’ve established
a seven-level medical service system spanning the international, national,
provincial, city, county, township, and village levels.

technology of tomorrow will offer greater potential

a five-level interconnected comprehensive telemedicine

and allow anyone, anywhere access to high-quality

service system.

healthcare services.
In 2018, Henan Provincial Telemedicine Center,

Making telemedicine
accessible anywhere

founded by FAHZU, was formally upgraded into a

WinWin: What was the original aim and mission of

telemedicine center in Henan.

national-level facility called the National Telemedicine
Center of China, becoming the first national

the National Telemedicine Center?
To date, we’ve offered our telemedicine services free
Zhao Jie: We set up the Henan Provincial Remote

of charge, including terminals, network usage fees,

Consultation Center in 1996. In 2012, telemedicine was

remote consultations, and remote training for tier-1

widely applied, and in 2014, the center was upgraded to

hospitals.

the Henan Provincial Telemedicine Center.
The remote consultation system is proven to boost
This marked the establishment of a complete

diagnosis and treatment standards and optimize

telemedicine service platform in Henan, covering 108

patient structuring. We’ve achieved the national aim

county-level healthcare facilities in the province. We

of treating minor illnesses at the county level and

set up data centers in 18 cities that year, and in 2016,

keeping 90 percent of consultations at county-level

equipped each of the 108 facilities with equipment for

health facilities.

scanning medical records.
In a populous province like Henan, service standards

3

The telemedicine platform now offers a full range

offered by primary-tier healthcare professionals can

of functions, including full consultations, remote

be very uneven. The remote consultation and training

pathological diagnosis, remote imaging diagnosis,

system has dramatically enhanced their standards

remote ECG diagnosis, remote education, surgical

and the service capacity of hospitals at the primary

guidance, and remote monitoring. This has established

level.
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WinWin: How developed is telemedicine in China

resources in smaller healthcare institutions in Henan,

overall?

supporting county-level hospitals and providing them
with guidance and teaching. Not only does this reduce

Zhao: Telemedicine is a new healthcare model that

the difficulty and expense of visiting bigger hospitals

has emerged along with advancements in computer

in towns and cities for patients in remote and rural

and communication technology and combines modern

areas, it also drives tiered diagnosis and treatment in

medicine with ICT.

the province.

It meets demands for inter-hospital, inter-regional,

WinWin: What are the National Telemedicine

and even international medical assistance and

Center’s long-term plans?

collaboration, and maximizes the sharing of
healthcare resources. The telemedicine healthcare

Zhao: Since founding the National Telemedicine

model has tremendous value in solving healthcare

Center, we’ve established a seven-level medical

problems in China such as the difficulty and expense

service system spanning the international, national,

of seeing a doctor who's located far away and

provincial, city, county, township, and village levels.

inefficient appointment systems.
The center has set up system interoperability with
Telemedicine in China has gone through various stages

other provinces and cities, including Shandong,

of development, including simple communication

Xinjiang, Shanxi, Sichuan, Fujian, and Guizhou, as well

over the telephone, video over IP on software like

as countries like the US, Russia, and Zambia. It also

QQ, specialist video systems, and advanced video

conducts research for the National Health Foreign Aid

conferencing systems. But none of these systems are

Telemedicine Platform and the Belt and Road Health

able to collect and transmit key medical diagnosis data

Silk Road Telemedicine Platform.

in the required timeframe.
The platform currently connects to more than
So, Henan Provincial Telemedicine Center decided to

1,300 healthcare facilities within the province and

build a leading nationwide telemedicine service system

beyond. Every year, it facilitates over 40,000 online

in collaboration with Huawei and other partners. The

consultations; diagnosis for over 500,000 cases

system acts as a regional collaborative healthcare service

in specialist wards, including ECG, pathology, and

platform. It has multiple remote functions, including

imaging; and more than 300 distance training sessions,

training, consultation, pathological diagnosis, and

with a combined audience of 500,000. In the future,

imaging diagnosis. It also offers an ECG diagnosis and

we will build a system based on one private network,

monitoring center and clinic and a precision medicine

one platform, and one data center to provide services

center. The system supports seamless data integration

globally.

and exchange between hospitals, transforming traditional
video conference-based telemedicine into a data
exchange service platform.

Defeating distance
WinWin: What role has the National Telemedicine

Sharing information and resources on telemedicine

Center played so far in combating the COVID-19

platforms promotes access to high-quality medical

epidemic?

WINWIN ISSUE 36 06. 2020
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Zhao: As the chair of the Telemedicine Special

monitor isolation wards in all 147 designated hospitals

Committee of the Chinese Health Information

and clinics, using mobile rounds to understand the

Association and a supporting institution of both

changing condition of all critically ill patients in the

the National Telemedicine Center and the National

province. This meant all those who were seriously

Engineering Laboratory for Internet Medical Systems

ill could receive consultations from province-level

and Applications, FAHZU was keenly aware of the

specialists via the system.

critical role of telemedicine in fighting the epidemic.
An expert group organized by Henan Province
We quickly conducted drills on epidemic prevention and

Department of Health could also conduct daily real-

control, telemedicine system deployment, and technical

time consultations for critical patients in all 147

solutions. We also communicated with and reported

designated health facilities using the system, and it

to Henan’s epidemic prevention and control (EPC)

allowed us to explain treatment plans and provide

command and the leaders of Henan Health Commission

technical guidance for medical staff in all health

to make advance arrangements and take proactive

facilities in Henan.

action.
As a result, the success rate of critically ill patients’
Henan’s EPC command and the Health Commission

consultations and treatment was dramatically

decided to build a remote consultation system covering

improved and the ability of first-tier hospitals and

all designated healthcare facilities in the province.

clinics to deal with the epidemic was enhanced,

National Telemedicine Center’s entire staff worked to

increasing survival rates. The system was a first line

optimize the plan, coordinate materials and stakeholders,

of defense for seriously ill patients and increased the

and put together 18 emergency teams overnight.

quality of EPC in Henan considerably.

Partnering with Huawei and others, they set

WinWin: What impact will the epidemic have on the

up the remote consultation system to act as a

development of telemedicine in future?

comprehensive service system for EPC and remote
telemedicine, overcoming numerous difficulties to

Zhao: Without a remote consultation system acting

complete the first batch of system deployments to 130

as basic support, first-tier healthcare facilities would

health facilities in less than 82 hours. The system was

have faced huge challenges treating COVID-19 in

based on 5G SA and fixed-line converged networks.

Henan. Thanks to the system, Henan was able to unify
and standardize diagnosis and treatment plans, which

As the outbreak progressed, they completed

significantly improved the treatment of patients with

deployment of the consultation system in 17 additional

COVID-19.

designated healthcare institutions as well as all
isolation wards at FAHZU, all in just two days. They

For the digital transformation of healthcare in the

also deployed a 5G SA mobile rounds system for

future, telemedicine applications based on video

isolation wards at FAHZU. This would provide a robust

conferencing will gradually be more personalized,

information support platform for EPC in the province.

as mobile devices such as smartphones become
increasingly ubiquitous. Every patient will be able to

With the systems in place, Henan’s EPC command could

5

receive precision services on mobile devices.
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As cutting-edge technologies like cloud computing, IoT,

ambulances can arrive at a specified location very

big data, and 5G gradually mature, more potential will

quickly to carry out on-site command and treatment.

emerge for optimizing processes and enhancing the
efficacy of telemedicine. With the help of cloud, case

Since 2019, FAHZU has carried out China’s first 5G

information can be shared between different health

healthcare demo project, working with Huawei and

institutions, and diagnosis and treatment information

others to carry out analysis, joint debugging, and

can be quickly added or changed, providing a reference

network testing of service scenarios like 5G emergency

for doctors to fully understand patients’ conditions and

rescue, remote B-scans, remote consultation, intensive

formulate suitable treatment plans.

care, and VR. We’ve built China’s first 5G nonstandalone healthcare experimental network and 5G

Next-gen telemedicine systems will integrate different

standalone smart healthcare private network, which

information systems, network technologies, medical

involved setting up 30 5G base stations in FAHZU’s

imaging equipment, and traditional medical systems,

three branch hospitals. And we’ve implemented

as they evolve into a new generation of integrated

Henan’s first 5G rural telemedicine pilot in Guangshan

telemedicine systems.

County, Xinyang.

Future cooperation

WinWin: How would you describe the partnership

WinWin: Moving forward, how will new technologies

and what do you anticipate for the future?

between Huawei and National Telemedicine Center

such as 5G help to upgrade telemedicine technology
and benefit more people?

Zhao: With FAHZU’s telemedicine service platform
and telemedicine system driven by both audio/video

Zhao: The application of 5G in the healthcare field

tech and data, we’ve enabled data sharing. This is

will promote systematic reform and accelerate the

unique in China. We signed a strategic cooperation

transformation of public hospitals. The hospitals of

agreement with Huawei in 2011 and, together, we

tomorrow will be able to conduct cross-border medical

selected regional collaborative healthcare hospitals

treatment and become “hospitals without borders.”

for each of Henan’s counties and cities. Then in

4K high-definition video bandwidth supported by 5G

2015, we established a joint innovation center for

technology will allow different healthcare institutions to

telemedicine and big data. Huawei was also heavily

share high-quality medical resources, rapidly improving

involved in constructing the National Telemedicine

the standard of health professionals at the primary level.

Center, providing products and solutions, including

5G will also help large public hospitals integrate clinical

active-active data centers, video terminals, and

research and fully integrate hospital management

medical big data. Going forward, we will step up

systems.

cooperation. Deploying a core platform comprising
Huawei HD video terminals and with FAHZU acting

5G offers high bandwidth, low latency, and high

as a hub, we will connect all secondary healthcare

reliability, meeting the needs of human-machine

facilities and above in Henan Province to the National

interconnections and real-time data sharing. In the

Telemedicine Center, achieving the true sharing of

event of an emergency anywhere in Henan, for

high-quality medical resources and transforming the

example, FAHZU emergency command vehicles and

future medical ecosystem.

WINWIN ISSUE 36 06. 2020
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On the road to 5G
for all with stc Bahrain
stc Bahrain currently operates Bahrain's largest 5G network, which already covers half the
nation. For consumers, it represents a new era of 5G accessibility and affordability and
the first step towards 5G for all. For the operator, it's a chance to leverage 5G to push the
boundaries of what consumers can expect in terms of cutting-edge services.
By Gary Maidment

S

tc Bahrain has taken an early and decisive
lead in 5G rollout, having already covered
half the nation of 1.64 million with the latest
wireless technology. We spoke to stc Bahrain

CEO Nezar Banabeela about how the combination of
5G, transformation into an IDSP, and digital-first service
models are keeping the telco a step ahead of OTT
competitors while contributing to the nation’s digital
strategy.
forefront of innovation and focused on bringing the
WinWin: What initiatives have underpinned your

latest developments in technology into the Kingdom

digital transformation into an IDSP?

of Bahrain. And we’ve taken this commitment to the
next level over the past few years by enacting a

Nezar Banabeela: Enabling digital transformation in

strategy to transform ourselves into an integrated

the Kingdom of Bahrain coupled with revolutionizing

digital service provider. As part of this transformation

the telecommunications landscape has been our

journey, we’ve successfully completed multiple

mission since the day we launched in 2010. And since

initiatives, which have played a pivotal role in both stc

then, we’ve been a major driving force in delivering

Bahrain’s transformation and also the transformation

digital transformation across the Kingdom. In line

of the Bahrain market into a digitally oriented market.

with the country’s economic vision 2030, we’ve gone
to great lengths to strengthen Bahrain’s leading

In addition to a comprehensive suite of ICT products

digital position in the region, continuously introducing

targeting the B2B segment, we’ve launched stc Pay,

innovative solutions and the latest technologies to the

a fully integrated mobile wallet and the only wallet in

people of Bahrain.

the country accessible to the unbanked population.
Today stc Pay is the most popular mobile wallet

Since our launch, we’ve positioned ourselves at the

7

in Bahrain, with the largest customer base and the
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Bahrain started its digital
transformation journey with
the aim of enriching the
lives of its customers by
creating a truly integrated
digital service experience.
For us, digital transformation
isn’t just another
management project, it’s a
way of life.
— Nezar Banabeela, CEO, stc Bahrain

WINWIN ISSUE 36 06. 2020
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The adoption of purely data-driven business models has continued to
increase. In today’s telecom landscape, differentiation can be achieved by
companies that can best utilize consumer data to drive business models.

largest merchant network.

Demand for global data connectivity: Global demand
for mobile data services has been growing at a

We also launched our Connected Life portfolio,

phenomenal rate, with mobile data traffic doubling

offering smart home devices, connected car devices,

every year. To meet the rising demand, we’ve had

and smart wearables.

to focus on acquiring the required technological
enablers, including additional spectrum, site

And we offer end-to-end home entertainment

infrastructure; next-gen network technologies like 4G,

solutions including high-speed home broadband

4G+, and 5G; and on enhancing NW efficiency through

and TV/VoD content and devices, including smart

cloud core virtualization.

speakers, TVs, and gaming consoles. These initiatives
demonstrate our commitment to evolving into a digital

Diminishing differentiation: The adoption of purely

service provider. For us, digital transformation isn’t

data-driven business models has continued to

just another management project, it’s a way of life.

increase. In today’s telecom landscape, differentiation
can be achieved by companies that can best utilize

WinWin: What challenges have you had to

consumer data to drive business models. Hence,

overcome on the digital transformation journey?

we’ve maintained a strong focus on enhancing our
big data and analytics capabilities to identify new use

Banabeela: stc Bahrain started its digital

cases for maximizing value generation.

transformation journey with the aim of enriching the

9

lives of its customers by creating a truly integrated

Digital customer experience: Customer expectations

digital service experience. Over the years we’ve

for levels of personalization, on-demand access,

launched numerous digital transformation initiatives

and quality are increasingly influenced by digital

across both customer-facing and internal business

players like Uber and Amazon. Today’s customers

fronts. In 2018, we won the Best Digital Transformation

judge the quality of services against the best they

award at the 2018 Global Business Outlook awards.

have experienced in any industry. To adapt to these

However, we’ve had to overcome multiple challenges

evolving customer requirements and successfully

to achieve our current state of digital maturity:

deliver a seamless digital experience, we’ve invested

WINWIN ISSUE 36 06. 2020

in digitalizing all customer touchpoints and journeys.

culture can be change-resistant. Digital initiatives

Last year, for example, we launched a digital

demand an open and flexible culture to support

experience enhancement program that focuses on

collaboration and innovation. As such, we defined

digitalizing all customer touchpoints and expanding

clear strategic imperatives focusing on developing a

stc Bahrain’s digital sales and care channels.

digital-first mindset across our organization. Through
our culture transformation program, we aim to foster

Growing digital disruption: The emergence of

a culture that’s fully oriented towards enabling the

disruptive digital-first business models has increased,

digital way of thinking and operating.

driven by start-ups and technology giants. They’re
now expanding and competing with telcos in the

WinWin: What customer-centricity features

area of traditional communication services and

differentiate stc Bahrain?

are in turn capturing a greater share of consumer
income. To tackle this, we’ve focused on re-inventing

Banabeela: Throughout the years, we’ve been

our business model and venturing into new digital

recognized for our customer-centric approach

and ICT adjacencies. One of our first adjacent

and have received awards for offering best-in-

ventures was the launch of our fintech solution stc

class customer service and surpassing customer

Pay in 2018. Going forward, we remain focused on

expectations.

introducing more innovative propositions in Bahrain
across multiple adjacent industries.

We pride ourselves on having one of the largest and
most diverse sales and payment networks of customer

Digital vs legacy telecom culture: Developing a

touch points in Bahrain. This includes a comprehensive

digital-first culture was another challenge as well as

retail network, a user-friendly web portal, retail outlets

a key imperative of our digital transformation drive.

and payment channels across the kingdom, and a

A healthy culture that’s aligned with a company’s

distribution channel with over 3,500 outlets spread

digital agenda can spur innovation, while a misaligned

across the country.

WINWIN ISSUE 36 06. 2020
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In 2019, we adopted the latest 5G core technologies using Huawei’s
solutions. We thus became the first operator in Bahrain to commercially
provide a 5G network for its customers.

WinWin: Can you outline your current 5G progress

broadband services and devices to enhance the

and deployment plans for 2020?

home broadband experience alongside unlimited
Internet. We’re also investing in pioneering a number

Banabeela: Since our establishment, we’ve been

of services that will enable us to cover fully fledged

working hand in hand with Bahrain Telecom

services in the 5G era across our customer base.

Regulatory Authority to transform Bahrain’s

These include eMBB, Ultra-Reliable and Low Latency

telecommunications landscape to achieve the highest

Communications (URLLC), and massive Machine

international standards. And in June 2018, we achieved

Type Communications (mMTC).

a milestone by becoming one of the first countries
in the world to introduce 5G elements across our

While eMBB focuses on services characterized by

national network.

high data rates, such as HD videos, VR, and AR,
URLLC focuses on latency-sensitive services such

In 2019, we adopted the latest 5G core technologies,

as autonomous vehicles and remote surgery. mMTC

spectrum sharing between LTE and 5G, the latest

focuses on services that have high requirements for

spectrum management technologies, and agile

connection density, like we see in typical smart city

transport layer technologies using Huawei’s solutions.

scenarios.

We thus became the first operator in Bahrain to
commercially provide a 5G network for its customers.

This is just the start of building on this foundation to
deliver broad and deep transformational 5G.

Doing so immediately catapulted us into the
leadership position as the country’s biggest 5G

WinWin: When do you expect 5G to become a mass

network operator, covering more than 50 percent of

market technology in Bahrain?

the nation with enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB)
service capabilities and 5G home broadband services.

Banabeela: We operate the country’s biggest
5G network, covering more than 50 percent

11

In addition to data speeds of up to 1.2 Gbps,

of the nation and ushering in a new era of 5G

we’ve developed a wide range of premium home

accessibility and affordability in the first step

WINWIN ISSUE 36 06. 2020

We’re working night and day to expand our reach and increase
the number of locations where 5G is available to meet the increasing
demand of our customers.

towards 5G for all.

strong portfolio of partnerships, we believe fintech
is a good opportunity for us to achieve incremental

We’re working night and day to expand our reach

revenue growth.

and increase the number of locations where 5G
is available to meet the increasing demand of our

Similarly, on the ICT side, 5G-enabled IoT service

customers. They’re becoming more Internet-savvy

applications, including asset tracking, fleet

and are looking for real-time, on-the-go products and

management, connected cars, smart homes, and other

services. But the 5G ecosystem is still developing

cloud-based services, represent a sizeable growth

and it needs time before it can become a mass

opportunity for us.

market technology, as there are very few 5G devices
available today.

WinWin: Can you outline your collaboration with
Huawei and describe what you expect from us as a

WinWin: What business strategies are you

long-term partner?

planning to focus on as 5G, IoT, and AI mature and
Banabeela: Following the successful completion of

converge?

the largest 5G network in partnership with Huawei,
Banabeela: The increasing adoption of OTT voice,

we’re pleased to announce that we’re enhancing our

messaging and content services has significantly

5G broadband services. As an important technology

impacted telcos’ core revenues from voice and

milestone, this will enable us to tailor our service

messaging services.

offerings, capitalize on emerging trends and provide
our customers with greater choice and flexibility to

Some practical business opportunities that we’re

embrace new experiences and applications on our

focusing on include fintech and IoT. Given the vast

high-performing 5G network.

population diversity in the GCC region, we’re seeing
increasing demand for convenient digital financial

We know that by working with Huawei we can push the

service solutions. Given our vast connectivity

boundaries and provide our customers with the best

infrastructure, unique set of technical capabilities, and

services that the 5G network has to offer.

WINWIN ISSUE 36 06. 2020
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Powering industries and a smart
world with 5G, Cloud & AI
In an era powered by 5G, cloud, and AI, how can we drive the digital transformation of vertical
industries and enable the telecom industry as a whole? How will business models evolve? To
truly enable real-time, efficient, and agile operations in vertical industries, we need to consolidate
industry-specific know-how on cloud-based digital platforms and use a mix of digital technologies.
By Liang Hua, Chairman, Huawei

2

019 was a critical year for the telecom
industry. As 5G commercial rollout ramped
up in both speed and scale, we will see
a rapid growth in end users. 5G will be

integrated into different vertical industries, enabling
numerous innovative applications and practices.
Over the past year, I've reached out and talked to a
variety of industries. One thing is obvious from our
engagement: Emerging technologies like 5G and AI are
transforming and redefining every industry, and they’re
playing a key role in driving economic transformation
and development. But how will 5G and AI drive the digital
transformation of vertical industries? How will they enable
the telecom industry as a whole? How will business
models evolve in the 5G era? I’d like to share how we at
Huawei look at these three questions.

How will 5G and AI drive the
digital transformation of
vertical industries?
5G and AI can only truly enable industries and
create new value when they’re combined with
industry-specific know-how. People expect much
more from 5G than previous generations of wireless

13
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5G is not magic. To succeed in the market, 5G needs to be
integrated into vertical industry applications and play an active role
in driving industry digitalization.

communications technologies. As 5G supports low

costs incurred by optical cables.

latency, high bandwidth, mass connectivity, and
high reliability, it’s better able to support application

Gantry cranes are but one of many application

scenarios that require real-time control like industrial

scenarios in ports. As smart yards, autonomous

Internet and Internet of Things (IoT).

driving, and other related applications become widely
adopted, magic ports like the Ningbo-Zhoushan Port

But 5G is not magic. Just because an advanced

will eventually become commonplace.

technology has matured, it doesn’t mean that it will
succeed in the market. This is also true for 5G. To

This 5G-enabled port is the result of the efforts of

succeed in the market, 5G needs to be integrated into

China Mobile Zhejiang, Huawei, Ningbo Zhoushan

vertical industry applications and play an active role

Port Group, and Zhenhua Port Machinery Company

in driving industry digitalization.

(ZPMC). ZPMC served as the integrator that combined
5G technology with port machinery, which has

A perfect example of this is the Ningbo-Zhoushan Port,

significantly changed port machinery and how the port

which has recently gone viral online, where it has been

operates. This has created real value.

dubbed the “magic port.” At the port, it’s hard to spot
a single human worker. The only sight is automated

To customize solutions that enable a specific industry

machinery quickly loading, unloading, and carrying

to go digital, all parties involved need to work together.

containers back and forth. Port operators in a central

Specifically, industry partners need to provide

control room monitor the safety of gantry cranes, collect

industry-specific know-how, while Huawei and carriers

real-time data, and perform scheduling remotely using

need to adapt 5G capabilities to meet industry-specific

wireless high-definition video backhauled by 5G. In the

needs. Carriers deliver ubiquitous connectivity, ensure

past, optical cables were used to backhaul data from the

highly reliable O&M of massive numbers of devices,

gantry cranes. But these cables were costly (around US$

and boast a large user base (hundreds of millions

285 per meter) and short-lived (about a 2-year service

of users). These advantages and capabilities can be

life). In contrast, 5G wireless backhaul can ensure high-

fully utilized through digital operations. Carriers need

quality image transmission, while avoiding the substantial

to continue consolidating industry-specific know-how
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on cloud-based digital platforms and use a mix of

Networks have become virtually ubiquitous and used in

digital technologies to ensure more efficient and agile

almost every scenario. This is down to the huge efforts

operations. But to drive the digital transformation of

of carriers, but they’re also under great pressure.

various vertical industries, they also need to work with

Over the past year, China’s big three carriers quickly

industry partners.

resolved hundreds of thousands of complex problems
and ensured smooth network operations throughout

How will 5G and AI enable the
telecom industry as a whole?

hundreds of thousands of major network changes.

Telecom networks enabled by 5G and AI can help

from implementing solutions, identifying risks, and

make service operations more efficient, cut costs,

troubleshooting, and leveraged AI technologies such

and deliver real-time, on-demand, and reliable

as exception identification and mass-fault prediction to

experiences to users. To make this possible, carriers,

help the carriers ensure stable network operations.

Huawei played an active role during this process. We
have digitalized the knowledge we’ve accumulated

Huawei, and its industry partners are working
together to gradually consolidate the O&M expertise

As 5G sees large-scale commercial rollout and

of the telecom industry and the know-how of vertical

enables various vertical industries, network

industries on open digital platforms. The combination

requirements and problems will multiply. This will also

of 5G, AI, and industry-specific know-how will lay a

raise the high bar for real-time services.

solid foundation for reliable and high-quality user

15

experiences. Today, carrier networks are a much

Therefore, carriers need to consolidate their know-

more integral part of our lives. In the 2G and 3G eras,

how of the telecom industry on digital platforms, and

we only used carrier networks to make calls and

apply AI in daily network operations to improve the

send text messages. But now we use them in a wide

reliability and predictive capabilities of their networks.

variety of everyday scenarios, including ride sharing,

Only then can they deliver real-time and highly

payments, shopping, and entertainment.

reliable services to users and customers.
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Innovative business models for 5G will bring shared success for
consumers, industry users, carriers, and partners. Value-based pricing and new
service processes will produce brand-new business results.

How will business models
evolve in the 5G era?

cycle, as this will be the foundation for 5G to reshape

While upgrading services and network operations, 5G

network features will stimulate new industry demands,

and AI will also change business models. Value-based

which will enable more innovative applications and

pricing may become the new norm. Not long ago,

business forms. These will in turn increase demands on

China’s big three carriers announced that they would,

networks. Innovative business models for 5G will bring

for the first time, price tariffs based on the speeds of

shared success for consumers, industry users, carriers,

their commercial 5G networks. That means service

and partners. Value-based pricing and new service

experience will become one of the key measures for

processes will produce brand-new business results.

society. This will profoundly change how different
parties collaborate and do business with each other. New

value creation. A network that delivers an excellent
user experience will bring tremendous benefits, which

As the adoption of 5G and AI ramps up in China, all

in turn will help build stronger networks. This will

industry partners will be presented with new business

form a business model that fosters a virtuous cycle

opportunities. Now, China Mobile, Huawei, and other

and provides positive incentives. In South Korea, for

partners have taken the first step to set out and work

example, the number of 5G users exceeded 3.5 million

in 14 industry application scenarios. Moving forward,

within just half a year of commercial 5G networks being

Huawei will remain committed to openness, collaboration,

deployed. Driven by services such as virtual reality (VR)

and shared success. Underpinned by our Kunpeng and

and augmented reality (AR), the average daily traffic

Ascend ecosystems, we will help China Mobile implement

per mobile user has risen to 1.3 GB, up more than 300

its 5G+ plan and build a ubiquitous intelligent infrastructure

percent. These new services bring more traffic for

and ecosystem that revolves around 5G.

carriers; more importantly, new types of business, like
VR live-streaming and AR games, have created new

Huawei is ready to work with its partners to continue

opportunities for the industry.

promoting innovation in 5G technology and the
development of the 5G industry as a whole, bringing

The same is true for vertical industries. These industries

the benefits of technological innovation to more

need to create business models that support a virtuous

people. The time is now to sail for new horizons.
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Empowering developers
for the new computing era
At Huawei Developer Conference 2020 (HDC.Cloud), Huawei announced that it would invest US$
200 million in 2020 to promote the development of the Kunpeng-based computing industry in the
next step of its Developer Program 2.0. It will also provide resources, policies, and activities for
developers worldwide. By empowering developers, we will achieve shared success in the new
computing era.
By Hou Jinlong, President of Cloud & AI BG, Huawei

I
17

graduated from Shanghai Jiao Tong University

I remember at university, the best computer at the

with a computer science major in 1992 and

lab had computing power of fewer than 100 million

started working on the development of China’s

operations per second. But today’s mobile phones

first-generation of digital program-controlled

boast over 400 times that power – adding NPU

switches. Later I led R&D on China’s first-generation

parallel computing to that, the difference is tens of

digital communication system (GSM) at Huawei. Over

thousands of times, showing just how fast computing

a decade or so, I wrote hundreds of thousands of

power has changed. Indeed, developers today are

lines of code.

blessed with sufficient computing power at their
WINWIN ISSUE 36 06. 2020

New infrastructure’s “new” refers to the transition from the
physical to the digital world through infrastructure construction.
Developers are at the core of the digital world, and capabilities such as
computing, cloud, and AI are the tools at their disposal.

disposal to transform the world with code.

For example, in manufacturing, US$1 invested in
computing power can generate US$10 in total

There’s a famous line from a superhero movie,

returns, which can have an enormous effect on

“With great power comes great responsibility.” For

driving economic development. We believe that just

us IT folks, it should be, “With great computing

as electricity powers the physical world, computing

power comes great responsibility.” In the digital age,

power powers the digital world.

developers are a transformational power for the
and the beating heart of industry advancement.

The world is calling out for
diverse computing capabilities

A new force of production

We’ve entered the digital age. Moore’s Law as

“New infrastructure” has attracted a lot of attention

traditional computing is no longer able to meet new

recently. “New” refers to the transition from the

requirements. Computing is entering a golden age of

physical to the digital world through infrastructure

architecture innovation and the world is calling out for

construction. Developers are at the core of the digital

diverse computing power, which will be characterized

world, and capabilities such as computing, cloud, and

by the following features:

world. They’re the engines of enterprise innovation

it relates to single chips is slowing down and

AI are the tools at their disposal.
Heterogeneous computing: Computing will evolve
The cornerstone of these tools is computing power,

from general-purpose CPUs to parallel computing

which is a new force of production. Huawei’s recently

and distributed computing with ARM, as well as NPU

released Ubiquitous Computing Power Report reveals

and GPU processors.

that per capita computing power correlates strongly
with per capita GDP of countries.

Collaborative computing: 5G will enable data to
be distributed more on the edge and by devices.

More importantly, the report details how investment

Computing power will follow in the footsteps of data,

in computing power has a huge multiplier effect.

and cloud-edge-device collaboration in computing will
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be achieved.

Software, Uniontech Software, and The Institute of
Software, Chinese Academy of Sciences (ISCAS) –

“Violent” computing: AI computing power is growing

have launched commercial versions of openEuler-

fast and it’s estimated that AI will generate more than

based operating systems.

80 percent of computing power in data centers by
2025.

Enabling partners: Huawei has partnered with
more than 600 independent software vendors (ISVs)

Ubiquitous computing: Computing power will be

across the globe and helped launch more than 1,500

everywhere, including edge-device-cloud and

Kunpeng-certified products and solutions. These

embedded systems.

numbers continue to grow rapidly. We welcome more
partners to join us in unlocking this new blue ocean in

At HUAWEI CONNECT in September 2019, we

the computing industry. We hope to make it so that 90

unveiled our Kunpeng + Ascend dual-engine

percent of applications can run on Kunpeng in three

computing strategy and our commitment to delivering

years.

the most powerful computing power in the world.
By March 2020, Huawei had established 15 Kunpeng

Major advancements in the
computing ecosystem

ecosystem innovation centers. Each center is a

Huawei has achieved substantial progress in driving

also help developers to learn and use Kunpeng by

the development of the computing industry ecosystem

giving out free learning vouchers, cloud vouchers,

with its open hardware, open-source software, and

and fee subsidies to help partners gradually migrate

partner enablement strategy:

applications.

Open hardware: Huawei focuses on producing high-

Three tools for iterative
innovation

quality chips, boards, and motherboards to enable
partners to develop own-brand integrated computing

capability platform that helps developers understand
and develop Kunpeng-based applications. We will

products. Eleven of our partner vendors have

To give developers access to Kunpeng and use it

launched server and PC products based on Kunpeng

effectively, Huawei has created a cloud development

motherboards, including Huanghe, Changhong

platform, a set of development tools, and a developer

Tiangong, Unishy, TongfangPC, and Xiangjiang, and

community for Kunpeng.

their products are on the market now.
Cloud development platform: HUAWEI CLOUD’s

19

Open-source software: The openEuler open source

DevCloud development platform provides complete

community went live in December 2019. The long-term

software development tools for developers, making

support (LTS) version was released in March 2020,

Huawei’s 30 years of software development

which is available for all partners and developers free

experience available. Its visualized and customizable

of charge. Huawei will prioritize support for partners

automatic delivery pipeline makes development

to release commercial versions based on openEuler.

simple and efficient. DevCloud has been used in the

Four of our partners – Kylinsoft, iSoft Infrastructure

development of over 500,000 projects by more than
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400,000 users. A component of DevCloud, CloudIDE

in four areas: universities, startups, developers,

is a lightweight, web-based integrated development

and partners. All details of the incentives have

environment that supports Kunpeng native and

been published on HUAWEI CLOUD’s website. For

multiple languages, streamlining development and

example, startups can receive up to 750,000 yuan

runtime.

(around US$106,000) in cloud coupons.

Development tools: At HUAWEI CONNECT 2019,

In addition, we provide resources, policies, and

Huawei released the Kunpeng development kit,

activities with optimized processes tailored to the

which included compilers, analysis/scanning tools,

different needs of developers at different stages.

code migration tools, and performance tuning tools.

These include learning, training, building, and go-to-

The newest addition to the development kit is the

market.

Kunpeng acceleration library. It boasts a basic library,
compression library, encryption and decryption,

More than 50 universities have joined the teaching

storage, and multimedia functionalities. With less

and research support program: To help student

than 1 percent code changes, the solution boosts

developers master the development skills needed

performance by at least 10 percent, and in scenarios

for the Kunpeng platform, Huawei has teamed up

such as encryption/decryption, by more than 100

with over 50 universities to collaborate on Kunpeng-

percent. We will provide more acceleration libraries

related teaching and scientific research and produce

in the future to help developers continue to improve

teaching materials. As part of this, we’ve published

development and migration efficiency.

20 textbooks and more than 200 online courses. In
the future, more higher education institutions will

Developer community: The Kunpeng developer

join the program to help develop Kunpeng talent in

community provides a one-stop knowledge-sharing

partnership with Huawei.

platform. It provides a 24/7 online expert service as well
as a variety of information resources covering areas

24 types of Huawei certifications: Huawei has

such as full-stack software/hardware, Kunpeng industry,

released 24 types of Kunpeng-related professional

policy releases, and certification queries. It also covers

certifications, which are recognized by many

the entire talent training process including learning,

enterprises and institutions. Kunpeng certifications

practice, training, and examination.

are essential for Kunpeng partners and they can
serve as powerful credentials in job searches and

Developer-oriented talent
development system

promotions.

In 2019, Huawei released Developer Program 2.0.

powerful, and they’re leveraging this computing

As part of this, we will invest US$1.5 billion over five

power to generate greater value. Developers are

years to promote industry development and help

the beating heart of the computing industry. Huawei

cultivate 5 million developers worldwide. Through

will continue to ramp up investment in Kunpeng to

joint efforts with industry partners, the number of

empower developers around the world and achieve

Huawei cloud developers has so far swelled to

shared success with all players in this new era of

1.6 million. In 2020, we will invest US$200 million

computing.

Computing power is making developers ever-more
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Video like you’ve never
experienced before with 5G UHD
UHD video capabilities on 5G will completely change how people enjoy live broadcasts of sport,
variety shows, and big events. These new capabilities will lead to a boon in service development in
consumer scenarios and showcase the vast improvements in experience that 5G makes possible.
By Wang Zhiyuan and Zhang Xiaodong

C

hinese carriers expect the number of 5G

with different types of ultra-high-definition (UHD)

users in China to grow to 200 million by the

services as standard. UHD services will help carriers

end of 2020, which at that time will be the

encourage users to upgrade to 5G packages and truly

most in the world.

show how their 5G service brand and services differ.

However, using the data package model of 4G’s best

What value will 5G 2C UHD services provide for users

value-for-money will likely make it difficult for carriers to

in the early stages of development? And what will be

demonstrate 5G’s unique value to users or highlight the

the best way to leverage the unique advantages of 5G?

advantages of 5G services.
This is why carriers in China are bundling 5G packages

21

New connections, architecture,
and services
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A 5G-empowered UHD video industry will realize

3. 2B2C UHD services that create a value-added

value in three main ways: new connections, new

experience for individual users through 5G and cloud

architecture, and new services.

service platforms.

New connections make production more efficient:

UHD Internet services based on huge demand

Using 5G to backhaul UHD video slashes deployment

Huya Live focuses on a 4K resolution and a 60-FPS

time by 80 percent compared to optical fiber and

UHD experience when streaming games. Some of its

microwave. It also enables the freedom to shoot POV

programs already require a bit rate of up to 20 Mbps,

video. With super uplink speeds of up to 300+ Mbps,

because live streamers want the audience to watch

5G UHD video also does away with the need for live

their games at the same image quality as displayed

broadcast vehicles.

on computer screens. And that’s only possible with
4K-resolution UHD video.

New architecture guarantees experience: New
5G architecture, such as edge computing and slice

Tencent Video and Migu Video mobile apps have

management, is expected to cut the latency involved

also incorporated UHD features, such as HDR and

in processing, rendering, and producing UHD video

50 FPS, into their membership benefits. Mobile users

processing to under 10 ms. Slicing can also meet the

playing scalable 4K UHD video is another driver of

security requirements of professional media for UHD

this evolution.

video transmission.
Typical scenario 1: 4K free-zoom. We’re used to zooming
New services create a new experience: 5G combined

in on 4K photos on our phones. However, this type of

with cloud computing will provide new services such

magnification is rarely used on videos, because phones

as cloud direction, cloud non-linear editing, cloud

generally only offer 1080P video resolution, resulting in

media & entertainment, cloud super-resolution (SR)

blurry images. However, zooming in 2x on a 4K video on

imaging, and 2D to 3D conversion. These services will

a phone would still provide a 1080P image, and even 3x

dramatically lower the threshold for producing UHD

would still give 720P.

video, making it much easier to create diverse UHD
Having a clear image after zooming in would make it

services.

possible to smoothly switch between a panoramic view,

UHD video will drive massive
growth in 5G 2C users

for example, of a basketball court and the details of
particular players, or move back and forth between a
single violinist and the view of the orchestra.

The wide array of 5G 2C UHD services can be broadly
classified into three categories:

Content broadcasters would only need to provide
them with video of a whole scene, and users could

1. UHD evolved Internet services that naturally evolved

zoom in on what they want to.

from existing OTT video services.
The bit rate of 4K video usually exceeds 20 Mbps. In
2. Fully interactive UHD services that deliver a new level

Guangdong the bit rate of 4K live broadcast channels

of immersion.

can hit 50 Mbps, but the average download speed of
WINWIN ISSUE 36 06. 2020
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Better experiences will trigger higher demand for bandwidth among users
and encourage content and service provision, thereby ensuring information
superhighways such as 5G continue to get faster and faster.

carriers’ 4G networks is just 23 Mbps, according to

determine what the audience sees. However, in

the China Broadband Development Alliance, which

the multi-view service scenario, it’s possible to

means the probability of stuttering is high. With the 1

simultaneously push video signals from multiple

Gbps offered by 5G networks, this isn’t a concern at

perspectives to the user side.

all. Put another way, this type of service will be an
excellent way to help users actually feel the relative

In live broadcasts of sports events, multi-view

advantages of 5G networks over 4G.

services can show, for example, the audience,
players, coaches, or the goal. Different live events

Interactive and personal

can be designed to offer views of different value and

Fully interactive UHD services include multi-view,

give users the experience that meets their individual

free-viewpoint, and VR multi-view services. Multi-

needs.

view service means simultaneously pushing multiple
viewpoint signals during a broadcast so users can

In multi-view scenarios, more than four video streams

choose to watch video from different views. Free-

need to be simultaneously pushed to users, with the

viewpoint service means providing users with

bit rate usually exceeding 30 Mbps. But this would be

video information from all angles of a venue, such

a typical video scenario on a 5G network.

as an arena or stage, so the viewer can rotate
between angles. VR multi-view service combines VR

Typical scenario 3: Free-viewpoint from any angle.

360-degree video data with a digital virtual screen

Viewers can watch video from any angle by “rotating”

displaying auxiliary information, such as stats like a

through different angles however they like. In a table

footballer’s goals, a singer’s personal info, or info on

tennis match, for instance, the viewer can choose a side-

a museum collection. These services have features

on view when watching a tie break, or they can choose

that provide users with different multi-dimensional

to watch a player face on. Similarly, for a dance show,

methods of interaction, catapulting video service

basketball game, or concert, users can enjoy 360-degree

viewing into an entirely new interactive space.

views of the participants’ performances, much in the
same way as we can in today's video games.

Typical scenario 2: Multi-view makes the user the
director. In traditional live TV broadcasts, directors

23

Due to the need for maneuverability and smooth display,
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the bit rate of free-viewpoint video exceeds 30 Mbps.

Typical scenario 5: 5G backpacks for an immersive

Again, it’s only possible to completely recreate or even

POV during live broadcasts. For the live broadcast of

exceed the live viewing experience using free-viewpoint

the 70th Anniversary of the Founding of the People’s

video on a 5G network.

Republic of China in 2019, Huawei’s Big Video
Business Department worked with CCTV and carriers

2B2C UHD services: 5G and cloud

to support mobile UHD filming on three floats and

2B2C UHD cloud services are UHD services that

one bicycle using 4K cameras and 5G backpacks

can provide a value-added experience to C-end

throughout the entire celebration.

users through 5G and cloud. Examples include 5G
backpacks that allow camera operators to shoot

For camera operators, 5G backpacks eliminate

UHD video while walking around; 5G drones that

the need for complex optical fiber and microwave

deliver UHD backhaul from the sky; cloud direction

deployment and offer amazing portability for filming.

and cloud non-linear editing that support 5G remote

They provide directors with multiple mobile camera

switching and greatly enhance the mobility of content

angles so they can shoot UHD video from previously

production; 2D to 3D conversion services that convert

difficult places such as floats and bicycles.

2D video to 3D video and provide it for VR users; and
applications like cloud SR imaging that are upgraded

For carriers, 5G backpacks can improve 2B user

to UHD resolution on cloud. 5G’s high bandwidth and

stickiness because they provide high-quality 5G

low latency plus cloud allow users to quickly and

backhaul services for professional camera operators.

flexibly acquire cloud services, greatly reducing on-

They can also enhance the competitiveness of their

site service costs for professional UHD filming and

video services for 2C users by giving more immersive

helping content producers swiftly connect to new

perspectives thanks to mobile filming.

cloud capabilities.
The array of UHD video services in combination with
5G will dramatically enhance the user experience

Unprecedented video
experiences

of live broadcasts of sports, variety shows, and

Steve Jobs famously said, “You can transmit information

large-scale events, promote 5G 2C services, and

over low bandwidth, but to deliver an emotion you

demonstrate 5G’s value.

need high-speed bandwidth.” 5G networks, which boast
downlink rates exceeding 1 Gbps and uplink rates above

Typical scenario 4: VR 2D to 3D conversion. While

100 Mbps, will certainly provide a broader channel for

cloud VR has been commercialized by carriers, the

conveying emotions.

scarcity of VR content has limited its adoption in 2C
scenarios. Converting 2D videos on existing networks

The point of technology is, after all, to serve people.

or 2D live broadcasts to 3D can fill the content gap and,

Better experiences will trigger higher demand for

for carriers, enhance the competitiveness of Cloud VR

bandwidth among users and encourage content

and VR services in 5G 2C scenarios. Providing online 2D

and service provision, thereby ensuring information

to 3D conversion services can also help cloud service

superhighways such as 5G continue to get faster and

providers such as HUAWEI CLOUD attract 2B users for

faster.

content production and expand their service range.
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Protecting the
Palawan Rainforest
in the Philippines
Palawan – the “last ecological frontier” in the Philippines – is the 11th ecosystem protected by
Rainforest Guardians, a fully solar-powered solution comprising AI, cloud, and upcycled phones
that detects the sounds of habitat and rainforest destruction – a catastrophe that's largely
attributable to human activity.
									 By Xing Jingfan and Zeng Ming
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Maintaining nature’s
balance

K

that’s similar to hot buttered popcorn.
With the continued encroachment of

nown for its beauty and promise of

agricultural and residential land, prevalence

adventure for tourists across the

of commercial and illegal logging, and

globe, Palawan is a long, narrow

frequent forest fires, Palawan loses about

island in the southwest Philippines

5,500 hectares of rainforest every year – the

that’s home to a rich array of flora, fauna, and

equivalent of 7,700 football pitches. Moreover,

marine life.

forest rangers patrolling the rainforest face
extreme danger due to illegal loggers carrying

Accounting for the bulk of the nation’s forest

weapons – it’s estimated that from 2001 to

cover, the Palawan rainforest is considered to

2019, 18 rangers have been killed by illegal

be the last ecological frontier in the archipelago

loggers.

nation. It not only plays a crucial role in
maintaining the ecological balance of the entire
region, it also ensures that local people have

A protective partnership

sufficient clean drinking water and is pivotal to

The good news for the Philippines and

preventing landslides. As one of the world's 35

global biodiversity is that a technology-

biodiversity hotspots, the rainforest is home to

driven protection project for the rainforest

various rare species, including the Philippine

has been initiated by the Department of

forest turtle, which the International Union

Environment and Natural Resources (DENR),

for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) lists as a

PLDT's wireless and mobile operator Smart

critically endangered species, and binturongs, a

Communications, Rainforest Connection

vulnerable species famed for a distinctive odor

(RFCx), and Huawei.
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Powered by solar panels, the Rainforest Guardian system
comprises old cell phones that monitor and record sounds of
human activity, like chainsaws and vehicles, and capture data
on animal behavior patterns.

A new monitoring system comprising mobile

"The dedication of the local DENR forest

devices and AI powered by Huawei Cloud

rangers in Palawan is known worldwide,” he

has been deployed to prevent illegal logging

said. “They spare no efforts in protecting this

and animal poaching in five protected areas

last frontier of Filipino wilderness from logging

across Palawan: Cadlao Island, Maranlao and

and environmental threats, and face enormous

Pasadena in El Nido, and New Guinlo and

challenges and great danger. Huawei and Smart

Pancol in Taytay.

Communications teamed up to give RFCx an
opportunity to help these brave people."

Powered by solar panels, the Rainforest
Guardian system comprises old cell phones that

As RFCx's first Filipino telco partner, Smart

monitor and record sounds of human activity,

Communications covers the five pilot sites

like chainsaws and vehicles, and capture data on

in Palawan with wireless connectivity, which

animal behavior patterns. Identified by AI, forest

according to PLDT Chair and CEO Manuel V.

sounds and data are uploaded to cloud on the

Pangilinan, leverages the operator’s mature

Smart Communications network and then sent

infrastructure, "As the country's leading

to forest rangers via RFCx's mobile app.

digital services providers, PLDT and Smart
Communications are in a unique position to

27

DENR forest rangers receive real-time alerts

leverage our platforms and technical expertise

of sounds from chainsaws, trucks, and other

to help protect the environment.” Moreover,

indicators of forest destruction, so that they

the project’s benefits extend beyond the

can take action quickly – the value of which

environment, “We hope that this significant step

RFCx CEO and Founder Topher White fully

will not only benefit the government and forest

recognizes,

workers, but also the surrounding communities
WINWIN ISSUE 36 06. 2020

who rely on rainforests for food, shelter, and

system can be quickly and easily adapted

their livelihoods," said Pangilinan.

to more countries and more scenarios. It
expects that in 2020, the system will more

Results have been promising since the rollout

than double the amount of forest it covers

of the Forest Guardian system in January

from 2,500 km2 to 6,000 km2.

2020, with DENR reporting that several alerts
of illegal logging have been verified and

RFCx estimates that the amount of forest

addressed by forest rangers.

protected by the system will boost CO2
absorption by 30 million tons, which is the

Nilo Tamoria, Executive Director of the DENR

equivalent of taking 6 million cars off the

Environmental Protection and Enforcement Task

road.

Force, welcomes the collaboration between
the government and private sector. “Together,

RFCx and Huawei will also continue to

we’re helping to protect the country's forest

optimize the sound monitoring platform in

cover. This supports DENR Secretary Roy

2020 by adding web and mobile interfaces

Cimatu's resolve to level up the enforcement

and developing an API for aggregating sound

mandate and capabilities of DENR by employing

data from various sources. This will help AI

technology to complement our current systems.

learning models capture and analyze audio on

I look forward to the success of this project and

a much greater scale, so the solution can better

to replicating it in other areas that face a similar

monitor the health of the ecosystem and more

situation as the Province of Palawan."

effectively protect endangered species and
their habitats.

Huawei believes that the Forest Guardian
WINWIN ISSUE 36 06. 2020
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How telemedicine can help

combat the pandemic
Most high-quality medical resources are concentrated in urban areas and tend to be much scarcer
in remote areas. When COVID-19 hit China, the traditional healthcare infrastructure in Henan
couldn’t meet the needs of people cut off from tier-1 medical services. However, telemedicine has
proven invaluable in closing the gap.
By Xu Shenglan and Li Qiwei
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The NTCC offers multiple capabilities spanning
communication, emergency command, remote
consultation, imaging data transmission for remote
diagnosis, and remote training.

H

uawei is a standing member of the

telemedicine in China. It carries out 80 to 160

China Telemedicine Committee

integrated consultations per day, including

and has built up a broad array

imaging, medical record analysis, and

of related solutions and mature

department-level consultations. Each year

applications, including an HD video conference

the center conducts 40,000 remote integrated

system that forms the foundation of the

consultations; diagnoses 500,000 cases

telemedicine system.

for specialist units, which includes remote
pathology, ECG, and imaging; hosts 300 training

Back in 2011, Huawei teamed up with China

sessions for more than 400,000 medical

Mobile Henan to develop the top-level design

personnel; and streams more than 1,000 demo

for building a telemedicine platform and a joint

surgeries.

innovation center for healthcare big data for the
First Affiliated Hospital of Zhengzhou University
(FAHZU), putting in place the ICT infrastructure
for a telemedicine system and creating the

Home consultations with
the experts
Telemedicine allows patients in remote

blueprint for its adoption in Henan province.

mountainous and rural areas to enjoy
The NTCC is a collaborative medical service

medical services from provincial-level

platform that mainly serves as an inter-hospital

hospitals in the comfort of their own

data switching platform and a video conferencing

homes. It also enables doctors at county

system. It offers multiple capabilities spanning

and township hospitals to improve the

communication, emergency command, remote

standard of care they provide through

consultation, imaging data transmission for

consultations with provincial and municipal

remote diagnosis, and remote training. It also

hospitals.

includes a remote ECG diagnosis and monitoring
center, as well as a remote clinic and precision

For patients in Xinyang in south Henan, the

medicine center.

telemedicine system saves them the financial
and physical strain of having to make a 10-hour

The NTCC has set a benchmark for

round trip to the capital, Zhengzhou.
WINWIN ISSUE 36 06. 2020
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In April 2019, doctors from three hospitals gave

Chinese hospitals during the training course

an online joint consultation to a pregnant woman

and apply that knowledge to her own job.

in the NTCC consultation room using Huawei’s
Telepresence System. They were able to check
her medical history and previous diagnoses on
local devices, and established that the mother

Remote consultations
help prevent and control
COVID-19

needed to be transferred to another hospital for
specific care to avoid subsequent complications.

In 2020, Henan faced a tough task in the
prevention and control of the coronavirus

Thanks to the system, 90 percent of diagnoses

outbreak. Henan is not only next to the

and treatment can remain at county-level

epicenter Hubei, it’s also a major and densely

healthcare facilities, with only critical cases

populated transport artery.

referred to better-equipped provincial hospitals.
The system has helped form a national graded

Huawei worked around the clock to build

diagnosis and treatment system.

a remote consultation system for isolation
wards in 147 hospitals designated for treating

The Silk Road of health

COVID-19, located in 108 counties across

In 2018, NTCC started to provide daily cross-

system was able to unify dispatch, perform

border telemedicine services and telemedicine

remote consultations, share programs, and

training for Belt and Road nations as part of

guide treatments.

18 prefectures and cities across Henan. The

a 7-level healthcare service system spanning
international, national, provincial, city, county,

During the pandemic, telemedicine was

township, and village. Plans are in motion to

tremendously helpful to patients and medical

establish NTCC as a comprehensive service

staff. Its ability to overcome the limits of time,

platform at the national and even global level.

space, and location allowed lower-tier hospitals

In the future, it will offer a system comprising

to access high-quality healthcare resources,

one private network, one platform, and one

alleviate the workload of diagnosis and treatment

data center system that provides global

in designated hospitals, and reduce the risk of

services and integrates with Belt and Road

infected people spreading the virus by travelling.

countries.
According to Zhang Qingxian, a professor
In 2018, more than 50 medical staff from

and chief physician at FAHZU’s Department

over 10 countries participated in telemedicine

of Respiratory and Critical Care, experienced

training on the NTCC. In August 2019, more

specialists across Henan can use the remote

than 30 doctors, technicians, and nurses from

consultation system to read patients’ X-rays and

Morocco took part in a two-week telemedicine

clinical records and give consultations, helping

training course on the NTCC system. Trainee

primary-level physicians on isolation wards.

Aadloune Hafida said that she hoped to learn
about real-world cases of telemedicine in

31

Three major benefits
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First, the system could identify COVID-19
patients whose conditions were worsening,
so they could be transferred if required. In
one case, specialists were able to identify
that a patient’s condition was getting worse
after remotely examining three separate
chest CT scans on February 2, 4, and 6.
They proposed transferring the patient from
a county hospital to a municipal hospital,
so that the appropriate treatment could be

the commission held discussions on COVID-19 with

delivered.

more than 30 experts from 11 hospitals. Across the
province, over 170 hospitals designated for treating

Second, remote consultations helped doctors

COVID-19 took part through a simultaneous live

identify clinically suspected cases. In one

broadcast. The experts shared their experiences

example, they suspected a patient without

and discussed treatment methods, treatment

symptoms had coronavirus based on their

medication, how to care for patients with the

routine blood lymphocyte counts and chest

disease, and they answered questions hospitals

CT images. The patient had completed two

faced during early treatment.

negative nucleic acid tests, but the specialists
believed that the changes observed in the

By conducting video training via a telemedicine

images and bloodwork were consistent with

platform, staff in hospitals at all levels can learn

COVID-19. They recommended a third nucleic

about coronavirus treatment without traveling,

acid test which came back positive, confirming

removing the need for groups of people to gather

the diagnosis.

in training centers, and thus controlling virus
transmission.

Third, remote consultations enabled doctors
to identify patients with conditions similar to

As of March 20, 2020, Henan specialist healthcare

COVID-19, but that in fact weren't, and find the

teams had carried out remote consultations on

exact cause. For example, one patient had

more than 2,000 COVID-19 cases from designated

returned two negative results after coming in

hospitals in the region, and conducted remote

contact with an infected patient and presenting

rounds of isolation wards across the province

similar symptoms. A team of physicians

using the telemedicine system. They also held

conducted remote consultations with primary-

expert discussions about the coronavirus via the

level doctors to study changes in his chest CT

system, using IT to make specialist resources

scans, finally determining that the patient had

available to lower-tier hospitals and improving

tuberculosis.

the capability of primary-level healthcare facilities
to respond to the epidemic. In addition, provincial

The Health Commission of Henan Province

telemedicine centers arranged for personnel

has also used this remote system to guide

to watch a video training session on treating

treatment in the province. On February 10, 2020,

COVID-19.
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A crucial 72 hours
for hospital networks
Huoshenshan Hospital in China’s Wuhan came into being in just 10 days. Construction workers
and frontline medical staff rallied together to build a medical bulwark against the coronavirus.
As well as medical facilities, stable communications are key to coordinating the fight against the
pandemic, with the hospital’s 5G network built in just three days.
By Qian Yahui, Hou Fangming, Xuyun
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C

overing 33,900 square meters
with 1,000 beds, Huoshenshan
Hospital was designed specifically
to treat COVID-19 patients. It

features intensive care units, general wards,
and auxiliary departments, including infection
control, testing, special diagnosis, and
radiology. The hospital also employs advanced
information systems, including mobile rounds,

and construction teams. They coordinated various

mobile nursing, remote consultation, and video

assets, including 5G base stations, SPN transmission

conferencing, all of which are carried on wired

equipment, and construction materials, which were

and wireless networks.

rushed to the frontlines of the epidemic.

Huoshenshan Hospital was completed

On January 24, the operators’ teams finished the

in just 10 days on February 2, 2020, with

site survey, formulated the construction plan in

the information network fully turned on

the morning, and then in the afternoon, handled

and operational by the next day. Drawing

applications and the transportation of materials

global attention, the speed of deployment

for the 5G base stations and SPN transmission

and provision of the hospital’s information

equipment.

network was impressive – Huawei completed
installation and commissioning of all network

On the morning of January 25, the project team

equipment and delivered the network within

completed laying the fiber and installing the

three days.

base station antenna and main equipment. The
base station was turned on and commissioned

5G: A race against time

in the afternoon, and service tests and network
optimization were completed that evening.

Frontline communication needs to be guaranteed
when it comes to protecting lives. In response

The three major operators in Hubei have all

to the emergency, Huawei’s Hubei Rep Office

rolled out 5G networks in Huoshenshan Hospital,

urgently put together an epidemic protection

providing an ultra-high-speed 5G network

project team of 200 employees who worked

connection that ensures high-speed data access,

over the Chinese New Year holiday to ensure

data acquisition, remote consultation, and remote

communications security and emergency 5G

monitoring services. In addition to 5G network

construction.

construction, China Mobile (Hubei) also ramped
up the capacity of its existing 4G network more

On January 23, after receiving notification from

than threefold to meet demand for treating the

the Wuhan Epidemic Prevention and Control

COVID-19 epidemic. Meanwhile, China Unicom

Headquarters, China Mobile (Hubei), China Unicom

(Hubei) expanded the capacity of three 4G base

(Hubei), and several partners, including Huawei,

stations and optimized two 3G base stations,

swiftly organized network planning, survey design,

configuring all at the highest network capacity.
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Medical staff at Huoshenshan Hospital can securely
access the network anytime, anywhere, and implement
functions like remote diagnosis and treatment.

As well as supporting 5G network construction,

effectiveness of isolation, it wasn’t possible to

Huawei also set up a special security team

make openings where needed. This required

comprising employees from its service, R&D,

advance planning of the location and size

and supply chain departments, to ensure Hubei

of the wireless APs. At the same time, since

Health Commission’s video conference system

the equipment room lacked a specialized air

worked properly. The system represents a key

conditioner, core network equipment needed

consultation platform for local, provincial, and

to be able to withstand high temperatures and

national health commissions during the epidemic.

possess robust heat dissipation capabilities.

Facing a mountain to climb

Meeting requirements for stability, reliability

Huawei donated nearly 80 percent of the

requirements on stability, reliability, and bandwidth.

network communication equipment to

For example, the video conference system connects

Huoshenshan Hospital, totaling thousands of

frontline doctors with large hospitals in other cities

pieces of equipment. This included wireless

for remote expert consultations. The collaborative

access points (APs) and the access network,

office application is crucial for personnel to manage

convergence network, core network, video

the hospital and monitor resources on their devices.

surveillance, and remote conference systems.

Applications, such as mobile rounds, mobile care,

and speed: Key services have very high network

disinfecting clothing, video surveillance, and tracing
To cut the normal one-month deployment time for

medical waste, require strong IoT capabilities.

a 34,000-square-meter hospital like Huoshenshan
to three days, it was critical to ensure accurate

Every second counts: Remote O&M is a basic

network planning, easy equipment installation, and

requirement of hospitals that specialize in infectious

simple configuration, and also to bring on board the

diseases. To keep pace with the pandemic, round-

experience of experts. The implementation process

the-clock uninterrupted operations were essential

involved a series of challenges:

for the hospital’s information network.

Complex environment and conditions: The

Saving lives with
communications technology

majority of the hospital’s rooms are constructed
from shipping containers that WLAN signals
have trouble penetrating. And to maintain the
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Huoshenshan Hospital adopted Huawei’s
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CloudCampus solution to cope with stringent

and clinical decisions. The Huawei CloudCampus

time and environmental requirements.

Solution integrates multiple IoT devices via one
network, enabling multi-network integration. It

Setting up a network with the highest

also guarantees adequate bandwidth for specific

standards: Huawei coordinated more than 100

devices and applications through device and

engineers to deploy a Wi-Fi network covering

application identification.

the entire hospital, which included Huawei
AirEngine Wi-Fi 6 APs equipped with smart

AI-powered intelligent O&M guarantees service

antennas. These were deployed in emergency

sustainability: In Huoshenshan Hospital, Huawei’s

conference rooms to provide high bandwidth

intelligent O&M solution automatically identifies 85

and no-blind-spot coverage to meet the

percent of potential faults using machine learning

bandwidth requirements of video surveillance

and AI algorithms, automatically optimizing or

and also remote diagnosis and treatment.

providing suggestions for network parameters and

In the wards, Huawei’s agile distributed APs

ensuring that services are uninterrupted during

were used, with one deployed in each room to

WAC and AP upgrade.

ensure signal quality and seamless roaming.
Wired access and convergence to the core

With the Huawei CloudCampus solution, medical

were installed to guarantee a high-speed,

staff at Huoshenshan Hospital can securely access

stable transport network that could keep the

the network anytime, anywhere, and implement

hospital running.

functions like remote diagnosis and treatment,
helping them diagnose the disease and create

Plug-and-play equipment with simplified

treatment plans faster and more safely.

deployment: During the deployment phase, Huawei
quickly and accurately planned AP locations and

Along with those working on the frontlines, the

quantities in advance based on blueprints on

Huawei technical support team immediately

Huawei’s cloud-based WLAN Planner. Network

turned to Leishenshan, on February 4. In another

management personnel were able to quickly

race against time, they completed overall delivery

configure all equipment on one platform using the

on February 11.

iMaster NCE one-stop management center. After
installation was completed, the equipment could

Processes such as mobile rounds, mobile

get up and running soon after it was powered on.

nursing, remote consultation and video
conferencing are repeated hundreds of times

Improving healthcare efficiency with IoT:

every day at the hospital using Huawei’s

Huoshenshan Hospital includes many IoT

communication network. It was the joint

devices that perform functions like monitoring

efforts of an army of heroes that created the

temperature and humidity in the pharmacy,

engineering miracle at Huoshenshan. Huawei’s

monitoring patients in isolated wards, connecting

technical team was but one part of the effort;

staff’s mobile wristbands, and tracing infectious

the “bridge-builders” supporting the heroes. We

waste. IoT devices greatly improve efficiency by

look forward to brighter days ahead when this

enabling real-time functions such as data analysis

difficult time has passed.
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How AI is spicing up
the food industry
Hexa Food’s IoT team has deployed Huawei’s ModelArts coupled with the intelligent device Atlas
500 to accurately identify the quality of the chilies it uses in spice blends. The AI can distinguish
good chilies from bad, improving production efficiency and the quality of spices available to chefs
and homes across Malaysia.
By Wu Bin
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K

nown as the “Kingdom of Spices,”
Malaysia is a multi-ethnic nation
comprising Malays, Chinese, Indians,
and the indigenous Orang Asli people.

Its diverse culture is reflected in its cuisine,
which draws from a multicultural heritage

can quickly and accurately identify chili quality,

that sees hundreds of spices add flavor to

distinguishing good from bad, and improving

the Malaysian diet. And of these, the colorful,

production efficiency and the quality of spice

aromatic, and spicy chili powder is a mainstay

blends. The solution provides the following

of many of the nation’s signature dishes.

functions:

Sorting the good from the bad

1. Provides intelligent AI-powered sorting,
which eliminates errors in manual sorting

The quality of chilies determines the flavor of

and improves efficiency by 50 percent. With

the spice blends that produce chili powder.

the auto-learning capability of ModelArts,

Hexa Food believes that good spice blends can

developers with little coding or model

only be made from outstanding ingredients,

development experience only have to perform

so sorting raw materials is a priority for the

one step in the AI development process.

company.
2. Simultaneously processes 16 video streams
Hexa Food has been producing herbs, spices,

at the edge to analyze chili appearance and

and seasonings since 2007. Staff spend much

quality. The Atlas 500 integrates multiple data

of their time attempting to differentiate between

interfaces and can achieve edge-cloud synergy

good and bad chilies, selecting only the best

with Huawei Cloud. The training models are

ones to add to spice blends. However, sorting

sent from the cloud and updated at the edge in

chilies like this is both labor- and time-intensive

real time.

and, with subjectivity in the mix, leads to
inconsistent quality.

For Hexa Food, the AI distills human experience
and the traditional recipes of Malaysia’s unique

AI: The new expert

food culture to ensure maximum quality.

To remain competitive, Hexa Food has already

spices for customers such as Giant, Tesco,

embarked on the digital transformation

AEON BiG, LIFE, and MISSION, and as a result

journey, setting up an online concept store and

of its noted quality, recently won second place

establishing an IoT team to study how to apply

in Malaysia’s prestigious Enterprise 50 (E50)

AI, big data, and IoT to intelligent production.

awards.

Currently, Hexa Food provides high-quality

The IoT team has built and trained a chili
identification model on the ModelArts platform,

AI will continue to ensure that the company

with the Atlas 500 deployed at the edge. The

remains a major player in Malaysian

Atlas 500’s image recognition technologies

cuisine.
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Research gets smarter in
Shenzhen University Town with

Wi-Fi 6

The University Town of Shenzhen (UTSZ) has formed a connectivity model that other universities
and campuses can follow: the pioneering use of Wi-Fi 6, a strong understanding of smart campus
construction, and building a platform that can provide the services a top-tier research hub needs.
By Zhang Mo
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Huawei’s Wi-Fi 6 products are both advanced and mature.
So, we hoped to use this technology to solve specific
problems and construct a first-class smart campus.
– Liu Ying, Director, UTSZ’s Management Office

F

ounded in 2001, UTSZ is China’s only

connectedness – both operationally and

cluster of research universities for

technologically. While the three graduate

full-time graduate students. Covering

schools have their own features, they’re also

1.54 square kilometers, UTSZ

a family. So, what connects them? The answer

comprises three leading schools: Tsinghua

is UTSZ’s Management Office (MO), which was

Shenzhen International Graduate School,

set up in 2003 to directly administrate the town.

Peking University Shenzhen Graduate School,
and Harbin Institute of Technology (Shenzhen).

The MO acts as a management platform, one

In total, they cater for 12,911 full-time students.

that’s encouraged resource-sharing from the getgo: the three institutions share the University Town

“UTSZ has the most doctoral, master’s, and

Library and the MO provides them with shared

international students in Shenzhen,” says Director

research resources, including scientific journals

of UTSZ’s Management Office, Liu Ying. Currently,

and an information network infrastructure.

1,639 doctoral students and 8,581 master’s students
study in the town, alongside 2,691 undergraduate

Liu believes that a first-class platform is vital

students. “In the past decade, over 80 percent of

for providing services for first-class teachers

graduate students in Shenzhen have attended one

and students, “We needed a leading platform

of the three UTSZ schools,” he says.

to provide better services for the university
town’s three schools,” he says.

UTSZ was established to produce high-end

Why Wi-Fi 6?

talent and has set robust benchmarks in terms
of schooling, research, and innovation. Fifty
percent of its graduates since 2010 have stayed

Unlike other university towns, UTSZ already has

in Shenzhen, testifying to the city’s position as

a number of inherent advantages in terms of

a hub of innovation.

network construction. These include a shared
campus infrastructure network and a position as

What’s unique about this
university town?

a masternode for Shenzhen’s IPv6 network, which

University towns are generally much of

UTSZ formed a partnership with Peng Cheng

a muchness. What’s sets UTSZ apart is

Laboratory (PCL) to build experimental

connects to all colleges and universities in the city.
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UTSZ’s smart campus has boosted classroom
interactions between teachers and students by
40 percent and increased the speed of scientific
research simulations by 30 percent.

infrastructure for a network designed to include

of bandwidth per device, if we assume 100 devices.

a regional backbone node for the Shenzhen-

The 30 Mbps of bandwidth enabled by Wi-Fi 6

PCL convergence node for network information

represents a leapfrog upgrade in experience from

resources. The aim was to cover the Greater

SD to HD and makes interactive applications such

Bay Area and construct an AI campus and

as VR and AR immersive teaching possible.

education cloud.
According to Liu, “Huawei’s Wi-Fi 6 products
And Wi-Fi is crucial for the campus network. To

are both advanced and mature. So, we hoped

bolster existing 4G and upcoming 5G services,

to use this technology to solve specific

UTSZ built China’s first Wi-Fi 6 standard

problems and construct a first-class smart

wireless campus network. There were three

campus.” UTSZ aims to attract 31,000 students

main reasons for this choice:

by 2025, so using Wi-Fi 6 is a wise decision
given the higher-concurrency and larger-

First, students tend to be price-sensitive and both

bandwidth application scenarios it supports.

4G and 5G are more expensive for them than a
Wi-Fi 6 campus network.
Second, university campuses deploy many

Three challenges to
overcome

high-bandwidth applications, so high-bandwidth

Three major challenges faced smart campus

services with tens of thousands of users would

construction at UTSZ:

place tremendous strain on operator networks.
Stable connections: Both fixed and mobile
Third, a high-speed, stable wireless network is

devices providing IoT services require a stable,

essential for research involving lab-intensive

permanent connection that incurs no data loss.

scientific research with specialist equipment.
High bandwidth: Higher north-south service
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For an application like 4K full-telepresence in a

bandwidth is essential for efficient data

wireless office, Wi-Fi 5 can support 8 to 12 Mbps

transmission for cloud services such as cloud
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UC, which includes 4K conferencing and wireless

Huawei provided an array of products at

projection, and cloud VR and AR education

the infrastructure layer, using centralized

applications.

management on full-stack network equipment
and cloud-based O&M, and deployment with

Simple O&M: Traditional after-the-fact O&M

efficient policy deployment and rights- and

performed manually can take several hours from

domain-based O&M. It then incubated a large

when a fault or threat occurs to when it’s fixed,

number of applications through an open platform.

greatly impacting those affected by the fault.
As well as speed, a future-oriented network
needs smart features based on AI and machine

Setting a nationwide
benchmark

learning, which give network and service

UTSZ’s smart campus has boosted classroom

assurance and meet network deployment,

interactions between teachers and students by

O&M, and security requirements.

40 percent, increased the speed of scientific
research simulations by 30 percent, cut O&M

“Our aim was to build a unified transport

personnel requirements by 60 percent, and

network at the infrastructure network level to

reduced energy consumption by 30 percent.

carry different services on it,” says Sun Tao,
the Director of UTSZ’s Network Center. “We

As China’s pilot university town, UTSZ has

wanted to provide an optimal technical solution

set a benchmark for more closely integrating

that reduced duplicated investment and

industry, universities, and research. Its

minimized management complexity.”

experience, developed through real-world
practice – including the pioneering use of a Wi-

Huawei’s one-stop management center features

Fi 6 network, understanding of smart campus

core components like the AC controller,

construction, and its partnership with Huawei

CampusInsight, and CIS. These provide customers

to build the platforms – will form a model that

with network-wide automated deployment, smart

other university towns and college campuses

network O&M, and active security defense.

will be able to learn from.
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The global value of sharing

satellite data
Our planet is surrounded by remote-sensing satellites and today’s technologies are triggering a golden
age for Earth exploration: cloud computing is slashing data storage and computing costs, while artificial
intelligence is making image analysis and processing much faster – but this data must be shared.
By 36Kr
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Remote-sensing satellite technology is playing
an essential role in tackling climate change, disaster
prevention and response, and agriculture.

I

n 1858, French photographer Gaspard-Félix

remote-sensing satellites to monitor parking

Tournachon took to the skies in a hot air balloon

lots at department stores, supermarkets, and

to shoot birds-eye photos of Paris, marking the

restaurant chains to help gain an edge in the

moment when people began to record the

market. Most remote-sensing services, however,

world from the air. For centuries, we’ve observed

are used for public services like monitoring

and revealed the mysteries of the planet by

land or geological disasters. In fact, 90 percent

painstaking observation. Today, we live on a planet

of consumption in the remote-sensing market

surrounded by remote-sensing satellites and new

comes from government departments.

technologies are driving growth and innovation in
Earth exploration.

China first ventured into the remote-sensing
field in the 1970s. Since then the technology

More eyes in the sky

has continued to develop and cover more

Today you can select any particular date and

registering real estate, national surveys and

location and observe the changes that have

environmental improvements, the Belt and

taken place there over time, all by a roll of your

Road initiative, and smart cities.

applications, including approving land use and

mouse wheel. Underpinning this ability is the
increasing number of eyes watching the world.

Remote-sensing satellite technology is also

Satellites with remote-sensing technology

playing an essential role in tackling climate

cover huge surface areas and produce

change, disaster prevention and response, and

enormous volumes of data. They’re a vital way

agriculture.

of obtaining spatial geographic information,
masses of potential applications.

Sharing data with the
world

In the past, Wall Street fund managers used

Since the beginning of the 21st century, remote-

and the observational data they produce has
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sensing data has increased at the terabyte

•• Conducting Earth science research

scale every day. And this data needs to be
used efficiently to maximize its value and

The data also provides key support for

returns on the huge investments required.

sustainable development in other countries,
especially emerging economies. Since the

However, we need to remove restrictions on

data was made available, users can view three

sharing data and applications between different

types of data from the satellite on the CNSA-

organizations and nations to enable real-time

GEO platform: historical archive data; a global

sharing services. A number of international

coverage map based on the archived data; and

organizations are actively promoting the

16-m resolution data, which is updated daily.

sharing of remote-sensing data from satellites,
leading to the gradual establishment of a largescale alliance and sharing system between
organizations and nations.

From above the clouds to
the cloud
The growth of any technology depends on the

On November 6, 2019, at GEO (Group on

benefits it brings and the expertise accumulated

Earth Observation) Week 2019 in Australia,

in many technologies. In recent years, ICT like

China National Space Administration (CNSA)

cloud computing, AI, and 5G have disrupted

announced the launch of CNSA-GEO, a data-

traditional industries at an unprecedented rate.

sharing platform for CNSA’s Gaofen 16-m

And the remote-sensing satellite industry is

resolution satellite, plus a new data policy to

no exception. With the expanding application

make data from the satellite available to global

of remote-sensing satellite data in various

users.

sectors, data – that is, the combined data
of multiple industries – will be shared more

While this might seem like a typical data-

openly. This will help create new business

sharing scheme, it has tremendous significance

models and strengthen the industry ecosystem.

for humanity by raising capabilities for

However, the massive increase in satellite data

addressing climate change and preventing

on the petabyte scale on a daily basis will pose

and mitigating disasters – a move that has

huge challenges in model training, security, and

been lauded by the international community.

cost.

Data from the Gaofen 16-m resolution satellite
represents important technical support for a

The Huawei Cloud Remote-sensing Intelligent

range of applications. These include:

Agent is a one-stop smart remote-sensing
cloud platform. Its functions include data

•• Surveying and monitoring resources

access, model orchestration, and extraction

•• Monitoring and evaluating the environment

algorithms for geographical objects,

•• Monitoring disasters and emergency

visualization, and online development.
The agent also enables data management

response
•• Developing applications relating to climate
change, agriculture, and rural areas
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through data and computing platforms that
can help users extract the core value from
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spatiotemporal data.

experience will be smoother with less stuttering,
low latency, and stable download speeds. In

Built with Huawei’s Ascend chips and Kunpeng

less than 24 hours after it was launched, the

server, the intelligent agent delivers exabyte-

platform handled nearly 200,000 visits.

level scalable storage capabilities, ultra-largescale parallel computing power, and a high-

The CNSA-GEO platform means that HUAWEI

performance AI-based one-stop development

CLOUD is an official cloud computing member

platform, reducing the development cycle to

of GEO in the sphere of Earth observation data.

days. Boasting five 9s reliability, the solution

The warmth of technology

provides the key technologies needed to
support the industrialization of remote-sensing.

In the future, China will continue working with
Cloud and AI are essential to making China’s

GEO member countries and international

Gaofen 16-m resolution data available globally.

organizations in research, training, education,

CNSA’s Earth Observation and Data Center

data applications, and algorithms. It will build

was responsible for overall design and O&M

an ecosystem based on the Gaofen satellite

management, while development involved a joint

and cloud platforms to fully integrate Gaofen

effort from HUAWEI CLOUD, Geovis, Piesat, and

satellite data and industry applications.

the China Centre for Resources Satellite Data and
Application (CRESDA). A combination of technical

CNSA and HUAWEI CLOUD are working

resources enables the CNSA-GEO platform to

together to maximize the positive benefits and

handle massive data processing volumes and

power of technology in various sectors like

sharing in real time. Given that Gaofen covers the

agriculture, environmental protection, resources,

globe every 32 days, generates up to 1 TB of data

and disaster prevention. Technology shouldn’t

per day, and features high concurrent visits to the

just be about materialistic considerations and

platform from around the world, all data from the

the cold commercial interests underpinning

satellite data will be stored on cloud, including

them. It should also work to protect civilization

existing data and future updates.

and add to our knowledge. HUAWEI CLOUD
hopes to work with more partners in the future

Global users will be able to access the platform

to spread the warmth of technology to more

and download data online, and the website

people.
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How school moved to
cloud this semester
With schools in China switching to online lessons due to the coronavirus pandemic, hundreds of
millions of students and teachers have flocked to online education platforms. The emergency
measures put in place for these extraordinary times have transformed how schools teach. And
while the coronavirus will pass, the knock-on effects on education will last – for the better.
By Xu Shenglan and Li Li
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We’ve witnessed one of the world’s largest
upgrade projects to China’s information
infrastructure, involving one of the biggest trials
of online education the world has ever seen.

T

he sudden outbreak of COVID-19

parents. For the new school semester, live

in early 2020 pressed the pause

streaming has replaced the classroom as the

button on the rapid and sustained

main arena for learning. Blackboards have

advancements that China’s been

been swapped for screens, and teachers have

making in socioeconomic development. It’s

put down the chalk and become knowledge

also had a dramatic impact on education: on

hosts on students’ devices. Transforming offline

February 12, the Ministry of Education and the

education into online learning has given rise to

Ministry of Industry and Information Technology

a new crop of educational scenarios, which in

jointly announced that schools were suspended,

turn create huge challenges.

but that crucially, learning wasn’t.
Can networks cope with huge traffic spikes?
In these unique circumstances, implementing

When hundreds of millions of students access

large-scale online education for hundreds

online classes, the pressure on information

of millions of students nationwide was an

systems is even greater than the shopping

unprecedented move. We’ve witnessed one of

frenzies seen during China’s Singles’ Day, the

the world’s largest upgrade projects to China’s

UK’s Super Saturday, and Black Friday in the

information infrastructure, involving training for

States.

teachers and students and one of the biggest
trials of online education the world has ever seen.

Can teacher-student interaction in livestreamed classrooms be guaranteed? The

Putting capabilities to the
test

nature of online education means that teachers

The shift to online education has affected

such as stuttering, blurred screens, video jitter,

everyone, from education authorities, schools,

and out-of-sync sound can waste time and

and universities to teachers, students, and

impact learning opportunities. It’s impossible

and students who occupy different physical
spaces have to interact over the Internet. Issues
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A good classroom experience requires clear video,
uninterrupted sound, seamless chat, and multi-terminal
access. However, without a powerful technical solution,
meeting these requirements isn’t easy.

for teachers to monitor students’ classroom
performance in real time, which can easily lead
to misjudged teaching methods and outcomes.

The pandemic is
accelerating development

A good classroom experience requires clear

The Department of Education for Guangdong

video, uninterrupted sound, and seamless chat.

Province launched a distance learning platform

It also needs to support multi-terminal access

that combines high-quality online courses

so teachers can conduct targeted teaching.

from Guangdong Experimental Middle School
and the Affiliated High School of South China

However, without a powerful technical solution,

Normal University. Built on Talkweb’s platform,

meeting these requirements isn’t easy.

supported by HUAWEI CLOUD’s cloud
services, and aligned with the Department

More than just a
contingency

of Education’s overall digital transformation

Although China has abundant online education

the platform enables online teaching and

resources, teachers in the nation’s central and

learning and provides online learning services

western regions and rural areas aren’t used

for 25,000 schools and 17 million teachers and

to using edtech or online resources. Many

students across Guangdong.

strategy, the solution is available nationwide.
Pooling resources from Guangdong schools,

places are still stuck at the stage of students
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passively watching “sage on the stage” lecture-

Teachers and students use the online learning

style distance learning. With the coronavirus

center platform to conduct real-time text and

forcing the shift to online education, a testbed

audio/video interaction to ask and answer

has been created for new technologies such

questions online. This improves student

as AI, 5G, and cloud. Can they really tailor

participation and allows teachers to understand

learning to individual aptitudes, improve

how students are performing. Live-streamed

classroom efficiency, and optimize the supply

lessons are automatically recorded, which

of educational resources? The true answer is

students can watch after class. Teachers can

that huge challenges still exist.

also use the platform’s online lesson pen to
WINWIN ISSUE 36 06. 2020

highlight main points. Students can virtually

small-scale video interactions online. They enter

raise their hands to answer questions in the

online classrooms through the Talkweb Online

comment area and interact with teachers live

Learning app in the WeLink App Center. It’s a

streaming online. These functions go a long

quick and efficient way for students to attend

way to recreating teaching scenarios seen in

large-scale livestream courses and interact

offline classrooms.

without having to switch apps or accounts.

The platform provides five classroom teaching

A nationwide effort to bring offline education

modes based on need. After a live-streamed

online has begun. Talkweb is working with

lesson finishes, the system automatically

Huawei to deploy the online learning center

performs a full range of data analysis on

platform for the whole country, having

dimensions like online viewer numbers, number

implemented it so far in the provinces of Hunan,

of interactions, and duration online, to provide

Guangdong, Shanxi, Shaanxi, Gansu, Anhui,

data support for subsequent live streams.

Jiangsu, and Hubei. As of February 29, 2020,
the platform had received over 170 million visits

Talkweb also partnered with Huawei and set up

and over 16 million total visitors, supporting

a HUAWEI CLOUD WeLink online office platform

both teaching and epidemic prevention.

for the Guangdong Academy of Education.

Learn Anytime Education
Alliance

The platform supports online office, remote
conferencing, teaching, research, and ancillary
services.

As the coronavirus became a pandemic,
Teaching administrators and teachers can use

HUAWEI CLOUD launched the Learn Anytime

the HUAWEI CLOUD WeLink platform’s remote

Education Alliance together with more than

office function for online meetings and training,

100 education partners. Incentive policies

and to synchronize teacher-student information

encourage alliance members to provide various

before school begins. WeLink allows students to

online teaching services for primary and

check daily message notifications and provides

secondary schools, higher education institutes,
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Huawei will continue to harness cloud, AI, and 5G to help
ensure equal access to education resources and high-quality
outcomes. We believe in forging the partnerships that will
make this happen. We believe in Education4ALL.

and training centers. The aim is to quickly bring

collaboration, and online learning centers.

offline teaching online, maintain high teaching
quality, and ensure that learning continues

Since the Learn Anytime Education Alliance

even when classes are suspended.

was set up, its solution has supported over
2,000 customers, delivering emergency

The HUAWEI CLOUD online education solution

teaching live streams for 5,000 schools and

provides a complete set of online lesson

corporate customers for free. It has so far

solutions, including the platform, live streaming,

provided 240,000 lessons for over 50 million

on-demand services, interaction, and content.

online students. These include students in

As well as an offline classroom experience, it

Hubei (464,000), Guangdong (2.71 million), and

also supports anytime, anywhere access for

Wenzhou (78,000). The solution can support

connected devices.

more than 11 million concurrent online learners.

For large-scale, time-critical online classrooms,

We believe that everyone, everywhere has

HUAWEI CLOUD’s video cloud can quickly

the right to education and the equality of

and securely set up classrooms on-demand.

opportunity it brings. Both in China and abroad,

It leverages advanced audio/video encoding

providing every school with Internet access

technology to ensure smooth live streaming

can bring global learning resources to remote

in various network scenarios and to greatly

and disadvantaged communities and ensure

reduce bandwidth pressure and costs, ensuring

greater opportunities for children everywhere.

that educators can provide stable online

Networked, personalized, lifelong learning are

teaching.

key features of education today, with nascent
technology supporting the sector’s digital
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The solution includes the HUAWEI CLOUD

transformation into a smart, data-driven field.

WeLink platform, video cloud, CDN, and real-

Huawei will continue to harness cloud, AI, and

time audio/video for different scenarios such

5G to help ensure equal access to education

as live streaming large classrooms, large-scale

resources and high-quality outcomes. We

real-time communication (RTC) classrooms,

believe in forging the partnerships that will make

massive open online courses, remote

this happen. We believe in Education4ALL.
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Let’s find new ways
to install better education
around the world
Make learning more accessible and effective for the
disadvantaged – particularly underprivileged children
and people living in remote areas – while delivering
fundamental ICT skills to potential talents.
Building a Fully Connected, Intelligent World
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